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When launched in as a model, it was officially known as the Ranger RZR, as it was marketed as
a sub-model of the larger, work-oriented Ranger. In terms of logistics, two different fuel types
are undesirable. As few such machines see combat use, and civilian users are uninterested in
running them on diesel , an engine change was deemed unlikely. In November , the U. The
Marines bought the unarmored vehicles because they can fit inside an MV Osprey , enabling
them to be deployed from long distances, to provide logistics support to ground combat units,
assisting them to travel and transport supplies quicker and easier than previously on foot. The
vehicles were delivered from late-January to April In May , a year-old man from Idaho suffered
fatal burns when the RZR he was riding in burst into flames. Numbers above are for the first
model year available. Units in inches unless otherwise noted. Numbers are manufacturer's
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version. Wikimedia Commons. Polaris Commercial Polaris Defense. It came with a 25 x 8 x 12
front tire and a 25 x 10 x 12 rear tire. The wheelbase was Touted the industry's only trail-capable
SxS at the time, the Polaris Ranger RZR is a nifty off-road machine for hard riding on
unwelcoming terrain. Making no performance compromise, the RZR comes with a very low
center of gravity which grants it exceptional stability in straight line and in turns, allowing the
rider to safely venture in really difficult areas. The automatic transmission is ready for the
toughest obstacles as on-demand AWD automatically engages front axle traction when the
going gets tough. Finally, you also get a generous space for your gear and various loads in the
rear cargo box, making this beast a great workhorse, too. The Polaris RZR comes with a very
low center of gravity for the ultimate stability on the roughest terrain, while the upgraded
dual-rate suspension springs provide exceptional ground tracking and clearance with various
loads, while cornering is precise and boosts confidence. The heavy-duty engineering makes
sure the Polaris RZR will meet or exceed all expectations on the trails in the wild, especially as
its automatic transmission comes with dual-ratio operation, ready for the toughest obstacles.
Finally, you also get a generous space for your gear and various loads, making this beast a
great workhorse, too. The Polaris RZR is a big-bore trail fun machine for two, created to meet
the needs of those who love off-road exploration and are looking for the best machine for this.
This SxS comes with a very low center of gravity for the ultimate stability on the roughest
terrain, while the upgraded dual-rate suspension springs provide exceptional ground tracking
and clearance with various loads. This beast can also accommodate a lot of gear in the rear
cargo box, while the 23 tie-points make sure you can secure all sorts of things in the loading
bed and ride away in full confidence. From CycleChaos. Categories : ATVs Polaris atvs s atvs.
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November , at Service Manual. TX-L uses first Polaris liquid-cooled engine, first independent
suspension snowmobile soon follows. Hall Wendel, Jr. Polaris acquires legendary Indian
Motorcycle brand and re-launches the Chieftain in Sturgis in Polaris acquires GEM
electric-powered vehicles. Polaris celebrated the grand opening of its Opole, Poland
Manufacturing facility, the first manufacturing facility outside of North America. Polaris
purchases a new paint facility in Spearfish, South Dakota. The company also acquired
Timbersled, the leading developer and manufacturer of snow bikes. Polaris opens its brand-new
manufacturing facility in Huntsville, Alabama. Polaris acquires Transamerican Auto Parts, the
leading manufacturer, distributor and retailer of off-road Jeep and truck aftermarket
accessories. Polaris launches Polaris Adventures. Polaris is named to the Fortune list, making
its debut at No. Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip to footer. History Timeline. Defining
moments in history. Company renamed Polaris Industries Inc. Textron, Inc. Wine joins Polaris.
This machine completely changed the UTV game, shifting our focus from hardy workhorses to
faster, sportier models. With so many models, sub-models, special editions, and upgrades, it
would be impossible to cover them all. It was originally released as a sub-model of the popular
Ranger, but as the RZR gained popularity, Polaris realized this machine was in a class of its
own. The RZR was totally different than anything Polaris had made up until this point. Although
they initially shared a name, the RZR was easily distinguishable from the larger, work-oriented
Ranger. Its compact body style boasted a lower seating position, and this machine simply
looked speedier. Although this might not sound super impressive today, in , the RZR was much
faster than others in its class. To give riders a lower seating position, the engine was placed
behind the seat instead of underneath. The lower center of gravity made for improved handling

and the ability to take faster corners without worrying about tipping or rolling over. Although it
was built with sport in mind, the original Ranger RZR was equipped with a bed and boasted a lb.
The Yamaha Rhino also offered faster top speeds and a powerful engine in a smaller body style.
And for the person that has a Rhino or was thinking about [buying] a Rhino, we wanted to give
them something else to consider. This strategy of playing off of other companies in the industry
and using them as fuel to innovate became a common theme for Polaris in subsequent years.
That drive to constantly stay ahead of the competition is what kicked off a never-ending string
of exciting new releases. The race to build the fastest, most powerful sport UTV was on. What
followed was an exciting decade and then some full of new Polaris machines, each one faster
and more exciting than the last. With this machine, riders began to realize just how much they
could do with a sport UTV, and they wanted more. So Polaris delivered, with new RZR models
appearing in rapid succession. Since safety was an obvious concern here, the came with
one-piece side nets, two helmets, an instructional DVD, a safety flag, and an adjustable speed
limiter. It was the first RZR to utilize the new three-link trailing arm rear suspension, designed to
handle all of that extra power put out by the ProStar The Maverick was innovative for sure, but
some felt that it was lacking in the suspension and handling department. The RZR XP , however,
had it all: an incredible engine, great handling, well-tuned suspension, and excellent trail
comfort. With these two companies running neck-and-neck to release the next big thing, the
extreme-performance UTV war was at full force. And we were here for it. Barely two years later,
Can-Am and Polaris were at it again. Once again, Can-Am beat Polaris to the punch when it
came to releasing the very first turbocharged side-by-side. Like most RZR releases, this
machine was a game changer. All of this came together to give us a RZR that was optimized for
all types of ridingâ€”not just high-speed thrills. By , the competition between side-by-side
manufacturers began to settle down. Each company was finding its own groove, and for the first
time, Polaris went nearly an entire season without a major new model release. Their period of
rest was short lived, though. It had the power and suspension of the RZR XP packed into a
single-seat package, putting the driver in the center of the action for the ultimate off-road
experience. With its impressive power and high-visibility sight lines, the RS1 was an immediate
hit. In just over a decade, we went from the compact and sporty inch Ranger RZR to this
groundbreaking new model. The lower front nose and higher back fenders give the PRO XP a
menacing and aggressive lookâ€”fitting for something so punchy and powerful. In terms of
comfort, the seats received a total redesign, allowing for more leg room and dual dead paddles
for the passenger. As you can see, the ten years following the release of the original RZR were a
whirlwind of innovation and new releases. Each company was constantly trying to one-up the
next, but in the end, everyone wonâ€”especially off-road enthusiasts like us, because we were
left with tons of exciting new machines to play with. Through all of the changes, though, there
are some RZR qualities that have remained consistent. Each new model was designed with the
intention of creating the fastest, sportiest, and most fun side-by-side imaginable. This begs the
question, thoughâ€”how has Polaris managed to stay ahead of the game for so long? In an
industry that changes from season to season or heck, even from day to day , how has Polaris
managed to keep the RZR relevant and at the forefront of the competition? The answer is easy.
Their constant development makes it hard for any other company to keep up. Even if another
company beats them to a milestone, like Can-Am did with by reaching the HP and turbocharged
benchmark firstâ€”Polaris is never far behind. Everyone benefits from this constant innovation
because companies are constantly pushing each other to churn out new and exciting machines
year after year. Can ams rule. Seats are wider ,more comfortable, more adjustments and more
horsepower Go Maverick!!!! Just going today to pick up my priemium model after reading all the
reviews. Our family is very excited to get it home from the dealership. Can am x3 all day Had a
rzr since rzr4 broke allot of parts on it but still loved jt but the thing that is the worst is the fire
issue that i delt with personally super scary. Why would you put the gas tank in the rear tire well
only matter of time until you flip a rock up and puncture a hole in the gas tank. Then backfire
caboom. There is nothing scarier the being way out on a trail and smell gas. How is that not a
mandatory recall????? Easy fix put a protector plate over it. Facts are rzr has killed allot of
people that could have been prevented. And these machines are still out there ticking time
bombs and they dont plan on fixing the problem. First thing i noticed was can am x3 gas tank in
the front and totally covered and protected. Can am will take care of you rzr will wait till you
burn to death then be sued latter from your brother because your family will be dead. Didnt even
know how dangerous my rzr4 was until i got my can am and seen the right safe way to build a
utv stay safe can am x3 allllll day Note to rzr fix your bombs they are killing lots of people. Your
email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. Off-Road Meals March 13, Photo by Polaris. The width, along with a lower
center of gravity and faster speeds than anything else on the market, made it the perfect

adventure machine. Photo by UTV Guide. Photo by Glamis Dunes. The first youth side-by-side
allowed kids to get a taste of the off-road lifestyle from a new perspective: behind the wheel.
Photo by Cycle Chaos. This machine packed more of a punch than anything else on the market
at the time, allowing riders to do more from behind the wheel of their favorite side-by-side.
Photo by UTV Scene. This machine was their most well-rounded side-by-side yet, delivering not
just incredible power but also easy handling, a strong suspension setup, and a comfortable cab.
Photo by ATV. With more horsepower, torque, and speed, this machine proved to be perfect for
all types of riding. Photo by RM Rider Exchange. It had all the power and performance of a
two-seater sport UTV crammed into a sleek, single-seat package. Photo by Off-Road. Photo by
Dirt Wheels Mag. Every piece of this RZR was designed to be stronger, smarter, and more
exciting than anything that came before it. September 26, at pm. Ponch says:. December 28, at
am. Andy cory says:. January 4, at am. Derek says:. February 10, at am. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. Continuously breaking new ground with
innovative performance to help you push boundaries. Ride with confidence knowing you have
industry-leading technology guiding the way. Plan and track your ride to share with friends,
discover new trails with GPS navigation, and keep your group in sight with Group Ride.
Personalize your experience and create the desired comfort you want on the ride with hundreds
of accessories, parts, and maintenance essentials to choose from. Share unforgettable riding
experiences with the entire RZR family. From watching our racers who push the limits to
hearing about the ride from customers first-hand, see what it means to be the driving force in
off-road. They are our passionate experts - men and women who live, breathe, and think
outdoors every day. Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip to footer. Feel superior confidence
and control in any terrain. The next generation of trail agility and endless comfort. Explore Trail
Explore Trail S. World Leader in Recreation Side-by-Sides. Learn More. Performance to Take
You Anywhere. Take Control of All Terrain. Industry-Leading Technology. Stay tuned for more
updates. Find Your RZR. Superior Confidence and Control in Any Terrain. Xtreme Performance
Conquer Any Terrain. Explore XP Models. Wide Open Performance for the Roughest Terrain.
Explore Wide Open Models. Trail Agility to Take You Anywhere. Explore Trail Models. Explore
4-Seaters. Special Editions Purpose-Built. Explore Special Editions. Shopping Tools. Get Local
Price. Estimate Trade-In. Special Offers. Inventory Search. RZR News. Rider-Inspired
Improvements. Explore 2-Seat Explore 4-Seat. Customize Your RZR. Explore RZR Accessories.
Welcome to RZR Life. Connect with the RZR Community. Added to the lineup is XP Trail Boss
Edition, also available in the NorthStar Ultimate trim, to tackle work or play in demanding
terrain, no matter the weather. It was engineered to have the capability to haul more, tow more
and last longer while delivering more comfort, more convenience and more value for your
hard-earned dollar. It features owner-inspired improvements on the newly-designed chassis and
has an all-new ProStar SOHC engine that delivers 61 HP, 55 lb-ft of low-end torque and
class-leading 2, lb towing capacity. This machine is a true workhorse, ready to take on any job
or trail. It features class-leading 82HP and an industry-leading 2, lb towing capacity, 1, lb
payload capacity, 13 in of ground clearance and 11 in of suspension travel. It also comes
equipped with an industry-leading 19 gallons of in-cab storage. At the end of the day, there's no
comparison. More Rugged. More Refined. It features a more rugged design, next-level in-cab
comfort, 82 horsepower, and an industry-leading 2, lb towing capacity, 13 in of ground
clearance and 11 in of suspension travel. The next level of "Hardest Working. Smoothest Riding.
The ride was significantly improved to produce the most progressive suspension and
smoothest ride with 10" of class leading travel. Dual a-arm suspension was added to the front of
the vehicle and rider ergonomics were improved. Power and capability continued to improve as
well with still larger powertrains introduced. Comfort was improved with the addition of a dual
a-arm rear suspension, and electronic fuel injection became standard for increased
convenience and overall ride. The first Polaris RANGER side-by-side vehicle was purposefully
made to be a 6x6 so it could readily be classified as an off-road vehicle, with a top speed faster
than 25 mph. Good speed, great ride and handling with excellent off-road capability, plus a
greater payload than any other utility haulers on the market were all attributes this vehicle
needed to have. Mitchell Johnson, son of David Johnson - one of the founders of Polaris,
remembers how the initial idea came to be. One day, Edgar Hetteen [one of our founders] came
to my office and said we should make a 6x6 in a side-by-side configuration, he loved the
machine but wanted to ride beside his wife Hannah. Four concepts were explored as two
important features were debated - ride-in vs. Eventually, the shown concept left was selected,
with a ride-in and steering wheel design, and ultimately, became the first RANGER. Skip to
content Skip to navigation Skip to footer. Partners Home Ambassador Lineup. Necessary
cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only
includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These

cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. You hear it every
evening on the news. If you want to see something completely different, take a look at Polaris.
While the rest of the powersports industry has been circling the drain, Polaris is on a rampage.
For the last three years, that number has increased between 21 and 33 percent a year, and now
Polaris is the largest maker of motorsports products in North America. Bush was in office. Why
has this company been raging in a time when failure is the norm? It comes down to
usâ€”American dirt riders and enthusiasts. They would embark on long, harrowing adventures
across the snowy wilderness in an effort to bring attention to snowmobiles. He promptly
resigned and went off to start a competing company, which would eventually become Arctic
Cat. In the meantime, his brother Alan Hetteen took control of Polaris, only to face some very
tough times. The company had banked on the success of a new front-engine snowmobile called
the Comet. Prior to production, the two engineers were flown to Mount McKinley in Alaska for
testing. They had supplies for two days, and then they were to be retrieved by air. However, a
storm prevented the airplane from retrieving them, and the two Polaris employees struggled to
survive for nine long, cold days. Luckily, the storm broke before the situation reached dire
levels. The good news was that the Comet performed well throughout the ordeal, and that
encouraged the company to proceed with production. Within the company, they joked that of
the Comets manufactured, of them were returned. Polaris recovered, though, because of the
patience, persistence and innovation of the people involved. They regrouped, redesigned the
product and became the leader in the young snowmobile industry. The next Polaris snowmobile
was the Maverick, and it was a great success. From to , Polaris was owned by Textron. That
marriage had started out well, and it allowed Polaris to grow. It was all about the bottom line.
The total market went from , units a year in to 87, in Makers of snowmobiles, which once
numbered over , dropped to only four, and Textron wanted out. Luckily, the man that Textron
had placed in charge of the company was W. Hall Wendel Jr. He found people to invest in the
company and buy it from the parent companyâ€”and then resigned from Textron to lead a new,
independent Polaris. Again, the story is very similar to that of Harley-Davidson. The snowmobile
market continued to decline, so Wendel looked to the booming ATV market as a way to
diversify. At first, things looked great. Then, it all came apart. The Consumer Product Safety
Commission launched an investigation into the increasing number of ATV injuries that were
suddenly being reported. That resulted in a lawsuit against the ATV industry. The primary focus
of the lawsuit was the three-wheeler, a configuration that Polaris had barely produced with an
obscure model called the Scrambler. But the company was included in the suit, nevertheless,
and that resulted in the Consent Decree of This was a formal agreement between the ATV
industry and federal government that restricted and regulated the business. By , the
once-lucrative ATV market had shrunk to , units a year. At the time, four-wheel drive was brand
new, with Honda and Yamaha coming out with their first 4x4s at the same time. The Trail Boss
was nothing like its Japanese competitors. It had an on-demand four-wheel-drive system that
made it an odd cross between a sport ATV and a utility quad. It had a two-stroke motor made by
Fuji, which was a small-bore version of the motor in the cc snowmobile. Like its snow-going
cousin, it had a belt and pulley and a continuously variable transmission that required no
shifting. The 4WD products from Japan were four-strokes with manual shifting. The Polaris also
had floorboards and unified brakes. It was clear that Polaris had borrowed from the snowmobile
industry, while the Japanese had borrowed from motorcycles. In the end, the ATV world would
arrive at a cross between the two visions. In that period, there were a number of new models
that were unlike anything else on the market. The company also produced two-wheel-drive
models, which were all powered by the Fuji motor. In , the Polaris Magnum was powered by a
Liberty four-stroke motor, which was made in the U. The next year, the first Sportsman arrived.
It was still powered by the two-stroke motor, but it was taking shape, with hints of the features
we associate with the Sportsman line today. It was the start of a great new era, but the original
vision was something quite different. Columbus was just looking for a shortcut; Polaris just
wanted a utility vehicle. Both got way more than what they bargained for. The first Ranger was a
six-wheeler, designed to compete with the Kawasaki Mule. A four-wheel version of the Ranger
followed in Within a few years, Polaris was able to gain the attention of the U. Department of
Defense, and, in , Polaris Military was founded. The Ranger was a perfect match for the U. Army,
which needed easily placed, lightweight, off-road transportation for theaters all over the world. It
was immediately clear that there was a pent-up desire to have a sporty, miniature, Jeep-like
vehicle. The first Rhino sold like crazy. Unfortunately, an alarming increase in litigation
followed. The first RZR was powered by the parallel-twin, cc, four-stroke motor, similar to the

one in the big Sportsman. Millionth Sportsman manufactured. RZR introduced. Now, Polaris sits
on top of the motorsports world. Scott Wine, the current CEO, took the reins of the company in
a declining market and made massive strides, gobbling up market share and making Polaris one
of the hottest properties in the business world. How long will it continue? As long as Polaris
sticks to its identity as an innovator, and as long as the companyâ€”from the assembly-line
workers to the managementâ€”still believes in its product enough to strand themselves on an
ice floe to make a point, Polaris will continue to be successful. You might also like More from
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